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Both U-12 PeeWee and U-14
Bantam teams earn spots at
renowned tournament Sports
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SPARE THE AIR

Alert signals more
dry days ahead

PABLO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS / Associated Press

House Speaker John
Boehner of Ohio kisses
House Minority Leader
Rep. Nancy Pelosi during
the opening session of
Congress on Tuesday.

GOP’s
big day
marred
by veto
threat
Boehner wins third term as
House speaker but initiative
for oil pipeline hits wall
By DAVID ESPO
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

KENT PORTER / The Press Democrat

Chris Monson of Petaluma rides down Sonoma Mountain Road on Tuesday into a hazy valley. Another Spare the Air Day has been
called for today. Last year, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District called an unprecedented 30 alerts during the winter.

Thermal inversion layer triggers 12th no-burn ban of season
AIR QUALITY ALERTS

By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRE S S D E MO C RAT

For a while there, it felt like it might
rain forever, or at least long enough to
deliver a much-needed blow against the
current drought.
Well, those welcome, wet days brought
on by a series of Pineapple Express storm
systems have pretty much faded into the
weather almanac, pushed aside by a familiar bully — the dreaded thermal inversion layer.
The atmospheric phenomenon often
triggers a Spare the Air alert, a no-burn
rule that prohibits the use of fireplaces,
wood stoves, pellet stoves, outdoor fire
pits or other wood-burning devices across

Last year during the period of November to May,
a record 30 Spare the Air alerts were declared.
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the Bay Area.
Today marks the 12th such ban called
by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District since Spare the Air season
started in November. The season runs
through May, depending on the weather
conditions.
But much more than an seasonal annoyance, each thermal inversion and consequent Spare the Air alert is like a red
flag that heralds drought-filled days to
come.
Last year, the air quality district called
an unprecedented 30 alerts during the
winter pollution season, double the number from the previous record set in 201112. By this time last year, the air quality

By DENNIS OVERBYE
NEW YORK TI ME S

It’s a big universe, but it’s full
of small planets.
A group of astronomers led
by Guillermo Torres of the
Harvard-Smithsonian
Center
for Astrophysics announced
Tuesday they had found eight
new planets orbiting their stars
at distances compatible with
liquid water, bringing the total
number of potentially habitable
“Goldilocks planets” to a few
dozen, depending on how the
habitable zone is defined.
NASA’s Kepler spacecraft,
now in its fifth year of seeking
out the shadows of planets circling other stars, has spotted
hundreds, and more and more
of these other worlds look a lot
like Earth — rocky balls only
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slightly larger than our own
home that with the right doses of starlight and water could
turn out to be veritable gardens
of microbial Eden.
As the ranks of these planets
grow, astronomers are beginning to plan the next step in the
quest to end cosmic loneliness,
gauging which hold the greatest
promise for life and what tools
will be needed to learn about
them.
On Monday, another group of
astronomers said they had managed to weigh precisely a set of
small planets and found that
their densities and compositions
almost exactly matched those of
Earth. Both groups announced
their findings at a meeting of the
American Astronomical Society
in Seattle.
Alluding to the popularity of
food shows and cooking apps,
Courtney Dressing, also of the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics, said at a news conference, “I’m going to give you
the recipe for a rocky planet.”
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Scientists find 8 more ‘Goldilocks planets’
As NASA’s Kepler spacecraft
spots more habitable worlds,
experts ponder what’s next

WASHINGTON — In a blend
of pageantry and politics, Republicans took complete control
of Congress for the first time in
eight years Tuesday, then ran
straight into a White House veto
threat against their top-priority
legislation to build the Keystone
XL oil pipeline.
Republicans condemned the
unexpected
announcement,
which came at the same time
they were savoring the fruits of
last fall’s elections and speaking
brightly about possible bipartisan compromises in the two
years ahead.
“I’m really optimistic about
what we can accomplish,” said
Kentucky Sen. Mitch McConnell, moments after he was recognized as leader of the new Republican majority on one side of
the Capitol.
At the other end of the majestic building, Rep. John Boeh-
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Activist broke
segregation
barriers in SR
By CHRIS SMITH
T HE P R ES S D EM O CR AT

DAVID A. AGUILAR / Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

An artist’s rendering depicts an Earth-like planet orbiting an evolved
star that has formed a stunning planetary nebula. This planet may
have been like one of the eight newly discovered worlds.

LIKELY GAY WEDDING HOT SPOT: As the 36th

state to allow same-sex marriage, Florida is
poised to be the knot-tying hub in the South / A3

The civil rights struggle was
something happening far away
when, in May of 1962, Platt Williams and six
other
black
men
stepped
into Santa Rosa’s Silver Dollar saloon and
settled onto bar
stools to which
they knew they
were not wel- Platt
come.
Wiilliams
“I’m
sorry,
boys.
You’ve
had too much already,” declared the bar owner, who’d long
made it clear the Silver Dollar
was off-limits to black men and
women. Following Santa Rosa’s
first-ever sit-in, Williams and
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